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Belladonna for Belladonna, the Beautiful Woman
  

She slips, er, sleeps.
The potted Ivy she threw her last drops of wine in,

wilts, droops, fandangos with the breeze.
Counts its last minutes 

near her headboard.
Moments between lovers--arcane truths.

Deceit, untruth, shuffle about--Othello was once trusting too.
Affections in spoken words, truth in the ellipsis.

Yesterday’s dreams of tomorrow
Illusions. Her instincts truth.

The bedroom somber
Soundless elegy, lonely light

near her headboard.
She slips.

 
The last lover--jealous, suspicious--drops

Belladonna in her breakfast tea
Pupils dilated, she mumbles Love you, passion in her voice. He

hears nothing. Only sees other imaginary lovers
near her headboard.

She slips.
 

Night seeps in. He atones. Sinks in a haze of denial.
Elsewhere

she inches towards an ultimate untimely truth,
Metallic-blue blowflies crowding in.

Truth-untruth flipping about
near her headboard.

She slips.
 

*** 
 
 

Mandira Pattnaik
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Window- Tina Anton

A Sailor’s Pantoum 

They drag us into the shadow, 
under the earth’s murky waters, 
living a secret life
calling out to us on the wind. 

Under the earth’s murky waters 
they comb their fluid hair, 
calling out to us on the wind, 
their tails entwined with seaweed.

They comb their fluid hair, 
swimming amongst the shipwrecks,  
their tails entwined with seaweed,  
building castles with our bones. 

Swimming amongst the shipwrecks, 
living a secret life, 
building castles with our bones,  
they drag us into the shadows.

Elizabeth Kemball
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Old Sarah- A deletion poem, from Henry
Mayhew’s London Labour and the London Poor

(1851)
Phillip Berry
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Did You Know Martin Luther Had OCD, Too?
 
 

My psychiatrist is always trying to explain to me that the obsession is the thought and the
compulsion is the action. She says I have the power to interrupt that sequence, to keep one from

automatically following the other, with enough CBT or DBT or ECT. She says I can’t always use my
OCD as the scapegoat for consistently fucking up my life again. 

But I say the obsession and the compulsion, the thought and the action, are fundamentally linked.
I say the existence of one necessitates the other. And I say when that urge springs to life in the

depths of my thalamus, it is something put in motion that will not be undone.
My OCD is a circle of Hell I would not wish on anyone. 

### 
“I felt that I was a sinner before God...Thus I raged with a fierce and troubled conscience.” –

Martin Luther, 1545
### 

OCD isn’t fastidiousness or bumbling repetition or a preference for even-numbered settings on
the thermometer. It is feeling an overwhelming urge come on and then, a split second later,

feeling certain that all is wrong, all is wrong, all manner of things is wrong. It isn’t just anxiety,
and it isn’t just dread; it’s actually a nauseating kind of power, the unpleasant type for which no

one would ever ask.  
OCD is feeling responsible for the lives of your friends and family. It is feeling solely liable for

their health and safety and happiness. It is having the ability to fuck it all up – to harm everyone
for whom you’ve ever cared, to upset everything you hold dear – if you don’t give in to that urge.

That weight, the enormity of that duty, is the best way I know to describe my experience with
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. 

###
"My conscience could never achieve certainty but was always in doubt and said: “You have not

done this correctly. You were not contrite enough. You omitted this in your confession. Therefore,
the longer I tried to heal my uncertain, weak, and troubled conscience with human traditions, the

more uncertain, weak, and troubled I continually made it."- Martin Luther, 1506
###

Did you know Martin Luther had OCD, too? 
The poor bloke was tormented by the concept of original sin. He was plagued by certainty that he

was a sinner beyond redemption. He would fast for days on end, spend hours in Confession
discussing his transgressions, self-flagellate in a desperate bid to atone. Nowadays, there’s even a
name for things like that, but call it ascetism or call it fervor or call it scrupulosity – it’s still just

the obsessions and the compulsions, the thoughts and the actions, the urge and the relief.  
 

I mean…I can’t help but resent him. Here I am, perpetually handicapped by my own brain, my life
in shambles, my future bleak. I cannot tolerate the constant pressure of OCD; I am driven only by

the relief I feel when that pressure abates. And I am powerless to stop it from building up once
again.Martin Luther, on the other hand, managed to change the course of history. He launched

the Protestant Reformation, shook the world at its foundation. He lives on in posthumous infamy
for the very same reasons I can’t get my shit together.
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Yes, I resent him; but I suppose I must reluctantly admit – I also pity him. He had
no explanation for the pervasive noise in his head. He had only God through

which to understand his OCD, to be clear, and his God was vengeful and known
to judge.

I mean, Martin Luther, me, everyone who has ever had OCD – we’re all just self-
medicating. We’re just seeking a respite from the pain. We just want to not feel so
fucking terrible, all the goddamn time; but so far, I haven’t found any of that yet. 

### 
“Be a sinner and sin strongly, but more strongly have faith and rejoice in Christ.”

– Martin Luther, 1556
###

My psychiatrist also says the experimental medication will change my life. She is
convinced of this prophecy, a zealot attempting to convert me to her Church of
Pharmacology. I know intellectually that she could be right. I know emotionally

that the obsessions and compulsions, the thoughts and actions, are too strong to
ever be controlled. 

She says to have faith. I tell her how cruel it was for the God in whom I no longer
believe to curse me with this disorder. I tell her I’m a nihilist and it’s exhausting.

I tell her I have no room in my brain for faith; it’s too loud in here already.
My psychiatrist says to have faith in the science, then, or in her training; she says

to have faith that not everything is doomed to fail. She says to take the new
medicine with food.

It’s not like things can get much worse, so I did take it, yesterday morning with a
handful of other useless pills I’ve been promised will change my life and haven’t.
It’s too soon to feel any effects, but I’m not that optimistic. I’ve tried this whole

song and dance before, you see, with the meds and the Exposures and the
behavioral conditioning and the hope. 

My OCD doesn’t let me have hope any more.
### 

“He who through faith is righteous shall live. Here I felt that I was altogether
born again and had entered paradise itself through open gates.” – Martin Luther.

 
Shannon Frost Greenstein
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Illumination- Tina Anton

Churchyard- KC Bailey
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The Gothic Love Poem
 

nevermind now what i’m wearing; i’m pink here underneath; so,
if tonight, you come around, 
come and undepress me

i’ll disclothe my sorrows to you,
six feet, 
down on your knees,

right there,
where hell is hottest,

i’m sick sick sick;
you’re at 9 degrees

Palaces P.

Honesty
 

It’s pulling your internal organs
from their internal spaces,

to be left as offerings on a rock.
 

You lay your liver, grown thick with feelings
for crows or doves to feast,

or instead leave
viscera smeared on hard stone,

drying under autumnal heat;
your self-imposed retribution for catching fire.

 
Comb out arteries and nerves;

untangled like angel hair
coated in glossy and thick red sauce.

 
Ventricles cracked open

and hollowed
before growing back anew

tomorrow.
 

Alice Godliman
 



Liminal
 

Liminal. The space between. Not quite one thing, not quite another. A threshold. Twilight
– not quite night, but certainly not still daytime. A moment between the two, in which

neither is clear-cut. A corridor. Not outside and yet not a room either. A chimney, a
window, an entrance hall: you can feel the solidity of the inside in the bricks, the mortar.
You tap the rigid glass. However, it is the cold draught, the damp air seeping into these
spaces that gives you pause. A misty avenue down a lesser-walked path. You can see, of
course, but can you truly believe your eyes? Spirits existing on the edge of their realm.

The border between the dead and the living becomes as blurred as the smudged glasses
you wear when trying to read by candle-light. 

 
And people can be liminal too. You can see it, can’t you? Vampires, werewolves: monsters

that come to life at night but masquerade as gentle, soft, fallible humans when the sun
beams down on them. Kind, inviting smiles welcome you into the daylight but will cut you

down when the darkness comes. 
 

And you. You are liminal. Not quite a child but less than an adult. Feeling all of these
powerful feelings, though unable to sufficiently identify them. Feeling the weight of

humanity on your shoulders, though finding yourself with no way to lighten the load. You
know how you feel, boldly, instinctively. Except, truly, you know nothing at all.

 
Charlie Swailes

 
 

10 Abandoned Railroad Tunnel, Bonita, Montana - Edward George
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Consumption
 

Do you ever pick a song
consume it whole,

peel off its skin and reveal the flesh – pink, throbbing, changing, growing,
hold it against your palm, your cheek, your neck,

scrub your skin with its harsh truths,
exfoliate your soul with this sacred mantra

repeated
over and over and over

until the song becomes a part of you;
its rhythm your heartbeat,

its lyrics your life story,
its singer your identity?

 
Lose yourself into the song

until you forget who you are—
identity, confusion, that’s the sweet spot,

and finally, when you are a part of a whole being,
pick another song
and start all over 

again. 
 

Aishwarya Javalgekar
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      No Happy Endings
 

The usually hectic street was different that night. Streetlamps blinked lazily in the
dimming light, and the echo of Jael’s sneakers on the concrete provided the baseline to

the song of the crickets. She hesitated. Getting to her home was only a couple dozen steps
away, but, in her silence, even that seemed impossible to do.

Jael jumped as a scream split the air. She raced towards it, nearly tripping over an old
woman on the other side of the hedge. 

"What on earth- Ma'am, are you okay?" Jael helped the finely dressed woman to her feet.
In the harsh streetlight, the woman’s features glinted strangely, illuminating the perfect

smoothness of her skin before the woman shook Jael off. 
“I would prefer you not touch me.” Her voice cut through the air with undue sharpness.

Jael bristled.
"Sorry. I was just checking on you." She began to turn in the direction of her home when a

cold hand caught her wrist.
"Wait. I’m so sorry to snap at you. I think I've hurt my ankle. Can you help me back to my
house? It is over there." She pointed in the opposite direction as Jael had intended to go.

"I guess. " Jael held out her hand. The woman took it, and Jael stifled a gasp at the cold
fingers that wrapped gingerly around hers. The woman's grip felt like iron, unusually stiff

for someone at her age.
"Sorry, I just wasn't....uh...your hands..." Jael stuttered helplessly.

“Yes, my hands are quite strange.” 
Jael glanced down at the woman’s dress. The dark satin fabric flared out delicately at the

waist and cut off at her knees. 
“Can I ask why you are out at this time in such a nice outfit?”
“I needed some air. Mother can be very demanding at times.” 

Jael nodded uneasily. She led the woman in the indicated direction, and the woman
limped along.

“Here it is.” The woman pointed to a house where an elderly woman came scrambling out.
“Elaine! Where have you been?” She saw Jael and motioned her closer. Elaine turned as

she reached the top of the stairs. 
“Come inside please. Mother would like to make you a cup of tea before you leave.”

Jael shook her head. 
“Sorry, but I should probably go.”

The elderly woman motioned her closer more insistently. Jael sighed and, ignoring her
better judgement for the second time that night, followed Elaine up the stairs. 

“You can call me Mother. Everyone does.” 
Jael wrinkled her nose as she entered the house. The scent of perfume hung thick in the

house, and the cloying air made her sneeze. 
Mother bustled around the little kitchen, putting on a pot of water. “Have a seat on the
living room couch, dear. Thank you for helping Elaine. I worry so much when she goes

out.”
Jael froze before she could respond. Several figures sat in the dimly lit living room. She
fumbled for the light switch, and the ensuing soft light made her screech in shock. They

were dolls, porcelain dolls, embroidered with fancy dresses and carefully curled hair.
Mother hobbled into the room with two cups of tea and handed one to Jael. She took it

shakily, sipping as Mother settled into an armchair near the fireplace. 
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“Aren’t they lovely?”
Jael glanced uneasily at the doll next to her. It stared lifelessly into space.  

“Yes, but I’m afraid I don’t know much about them.” She gulped the tea nervously,
ignoring the sting of the hot water as it slid down her throat. Mother pouted. 

“I collect dolls. My mother never let me have any. She didn’t understand me.” The pout
looked out of place on her wrinkled face. 

“She said dolls were useless. Of course she also said happy endings were a fairy tale. Now
look at me.” She gestured around the room. “I have my happy ending.” 

Jael glanced over at the doll next to her. Up close, her features appeared to be frozen in a
look of shock. As her gaze traveled up the doll’s face, she was shocked as a set of eyes met
hers. Jael blinked rapidly, and the doll was no longer looking at her but back in the same

direction it had been originally. 
“You know, my dear. You have a face just like my dolls. I’m so glad Elaine picked you.” 
Jael choked on her tea. She shot to her feet and the teacup shattered at the foot of the

couch. 
“I’m so sorry, I have to go….” She swayed as a horrible numbness spread through her

already hardening body.
“What...did...you...do?” Jael slurred through stiff lips. 

“Elaine needs company and the others are so dull. I think you will liven up the place, my
dear.” Mother brushed Jael’s hair out of her eyes and wiped away the tears streaming
down her face. “It’s okay, pretty. This is better. I’ve seen you around town. You are so

lonely, my dear. Here you can have friends.” 
“You’ve…” Jael swallowed heavily, “watched me?” 

Mother patted her cheeks and giggled. “Of course, precious. I watch everyone and as soon
as I saw you, I knew you would be perfect. You haven't been tainted by this town and their

prejudice yet. They don’t appreciate me here. You will.”
Jael sighed heavily. She looked down to her hands where her hands rested on her lap.

They were fully numb by this point and in the light of the overhead light, she could see the
shine spreading across them. Porcelain, like the dolls, like Elaine. 

Happy endings? Whose happy ending? Hers? Elaine’s? She blinked lethargically as Mother
came back over to caress her face. 

“Just go to sleep, dear. You’ll feel better after this.” 
Jael tried to call out, to shout and scream for Mother to let her go, but her lips wouldn’t

budge. Despair washed over her as she allowed her eyes to finally slide close.
 
 

William Liu 
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Niamh Olsen

Niamh Olsen lit up her own death, inhaling the melancholy literature that shone

like candlelight in her midnight mind,

Niamh Olsen wrote poetry that scented the air surrounding a rose of whiskey and

narcotics, her lost sobriety lingered in the autumn eve,

Niamh Olsen whispered to the ghosts that resided in the corners of her eyes, who

painted false 

illusions on the reflections of her shattered glass heart,

Niamh Olsen smeared her acid blood on to the fragile bone that held her art,

wailing out a cry that only those with masochistic souls could hear, 

Niamh Olsen floated around the black ink bedlam halls, dreaming of what may lie

beyond her solid grey grasp in the great, green unknown, 

Niamh Olsen swallowed the flames that danced upon the shadows of her fingertips,

with such a grace as the melody of her own beautiful stigmata, 

Niamh Olsen joined a cult full of radical madness more frantic than the burning

stars, their soft, 

warm glow encroaching upon her fractured sanity,

Niamh Olsen sang with a mellifluous lullaby from the pit of her own despair, a song

that sent her own dull, off-white aura aquiver, 

Niamh Olsen drank her fictitious lover’s tears on the rocks, bitter was the taste of

the dew that 

lay on the once golden petals of the wilted sunflower of her past, 

Niamh Olsen bled the blood of an unbloomed memoir, stone cold was the plaque

that held her skeleton’s name.

Dahlia Lotus Black

14
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rapunzel

i layer benumbed colours
with my very fingertips  -  
nails wound down to the cartilage,
having rasped the tower floor.

i need not to think. now, there is just
the canvas, thrilling in its virtue. 
expecting. 

i gave up observing the concrete gardens, sheets 
of snow transforming them into heaven. i endure
only for the paint to burn
delight into my skin  - 

as the days become shorter with each breath,
and my tresses begin to fall. blissful filaments, 
which i braid into fragile ropes.

Grace Alice Evans

Photo by Aleah Dye 

Photo by Bruach Mhor



Eyes wide open

I shut myself in a room with death
and asked to play a game.
Whichever one looses
is the one to blame.
I've kept my eyes open,
seen things I cannot forget.
But death is not blinking,
the game has not ended yet.
I know we both were lonely
but I fear my fear is true:
he is here to take my hand
and with it my life too.
I sit and stare and wait
for one of us to blink.
.A game with no winners,
a game I chose to play.
I shut myself in a room with death
and haunt myself each day.

Lucy Aur

Gothic Rockets

Under torrent, black storm.
I first saw gothic rockets,
tall spires of stone. 

Gargoyles in full flow
as their choked waters fell
stormy as dreams might go. 

Outside dead sleepers wait, 
under gardens of wildflower and limestone.
Salvation’s soldiers
duty now done,
their passage paid
in faith and blood. 

Ad mortem fidelis.
Airgonauts ascend, 
ashallelujahs settle all around
a pattering of holy rain. 

Gothic rockets lie dormant.
Righteous was their song,
cold are their engines. 

But one distant day
gothic rockets will take their grant of wings. To leave
this world. Their pilots, stone angels. 

Detritus and rubble will be the only legacy. 

Dai Fry

16
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Post-Traumatic Self-Portrait #1 

 In losing you, I lost myself. Oh, I’m still
 carefully composed. Fragments arranged
 in still life. A riddle: What do you call a woman
 who outlives her future self?

 The new future appears at your doorstep,
 uninvited, suddenly. Her face is out-of-focus
 and her clothes don’t fit. Her makeup
 has creases and cracks but there they are:

 the same eyes you’ve always seen in the mirror.

 I look at them and say, ‘No.’ But there is no choice.
 I mouth, ‘This was not the plan.’
 When a stranger asks: how many children do you have?
 I say one. I think two.   

One is moving towards five and looks like her father.  
Two is forever one day old.  
No one will ever see that she got her long fingers
and a broken heart from her mother.

Eleonora Luongo

The Smallest Symphony

Once, when I was a child, both of my parents left me. There were no strong and silent tears, no hands
to grasp as a car sputtered down the drive. There was a phone call and a key left under the doormat
and indents in the entryway rug where two pairs of shoes used to be. I craved the sovereign we, at the
very least a ghost in the living room to come home to. A straw man to question how my day went. A
mannequin to ask what I learned in Social Studies. Groceries spoil quicker when no one's around. Bad
soil catches up to them in their desolate crisper drawer days. Apple flesh can go rotten whenever it
wants if it knows there aren't enough stomachs to fill. Every evening's humming quiet was a greek
choir in the radiators. Maybe we could have been a family: me and my symphony ensemble of festering
fruits. Brown banana peel baritone sax and celery string cello. I've never known how to be a conductor.
Instead I clanged cutlery on every window pane. If glass shatters and there are no adults around to
clean it up, it still makes a sound when it hits the ground and cuts your hands through the towel later.
The only gods I ever prayed to were my school bus and neighbor who didn't ask too many questions.
Stated, How long will You forget me, forever? How long will You hide from me? The radiators
murmured back Year after year, the timeless labor of stallions. The disintegrating pears hummed the
Moonlight Sonata. The window panes fractured and cascaded to the floor in the path of the morning
sunbeams, echoing through a breathless house, again and again.

Mandy Seiner
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Abandoned Farmhouse, Beavertown Creek, Montana - C.E. Hanson

Abandoned - Tina Anton
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Report, repeat. 

Their thoughts were drawn above. Come on, bud.

The follow-up was always tough. (They told themselves.) By filming himself shooting himself,
Nate had shot their shot. What came after a Ruger 22? A Ruger 23?

Upstairs, as if in laughter, floorboards creaked.

*
The Werewolf

 
Cord had masterminded their first flop, so Mark directed the second. Symbolically, he began,
narrowing his eyes in what he thought was a philosophical manner for the camera, the Hidden
Other, one’s Dark Half— 

In Danse Macabre, he said, by Stephen King—etcetera, etcetera. Werewolves. Jekyll and Hyde.
Whatever. Everyone had two halves. That was the point. They had two halves. Dark and light.
They did not dwell and mope and mourn to the exclusion of all else. The house did not hold them. 

Listen, he said. Trust me. We’re fine. Watch.

INT - STARBUCKS - AFTERNOON

Mark approached the register. The cashier, MEGHAN, smiled.

The Sequel

The Vampire

It all became very awkward, once the victim knew they were being filmed. The fangs were
already obviously plastic. But after Mark’s clobbering via a Gen-Xer’s New Yorker tote, they
capitulated. 

Listen, they said. We’ll only lurk in the shadows. That’s all. 

Fucking freaks, their consenting victims grumbled.

Whereupon they would look back, hoist their metaphorical skirts, hustle.

Back in the house they uploaded the clips to Cord’s laptop. They watched Mark stalk in Sandtown
Liquor’s shade. They tracked passersby side-eyeing him. Closing gaps, Mark would open his
mouth—wide! light-swallowing!—only to appear poised to sneeze.  

Workable, Cord muttered. Albeit not great. Definitely not great.

They edited. They spitballed re-shooting outside Acme’s pharmacy. They knew what they feared.
What they didn’t know was what came next. Hence pharmacies, vampires, similar clingings-on to
this mortal coil. No one could imagine nothing. Upstairs, as if agreeing with them, Nate’s ghost
fired the gun again. They groaned.



Hi!

How was he? Great. It was a beautiful day.

It is! And how can we make it better for you?

Oh, he said. Nothing complicated. A medium. (Ha!) Or, what did they call it? A grande? Roast-wise,
their darkest. Thanks.

Posted up in a sunlit corner, Cord surreptitiously filmed. Mark, meanwhile, buried in his laptop,
Googled: least painful suicide. realistic werewolf mask. how do ghosts exist. At one point, his coffee
long gone, he was approached by a trio of college students home on break. 

Hey, sorry, but—are you— 

Smiling, he shook his head. No, the seat wasn’t taken (Nate was dead). Go right ahead.

*
The Ghost

 
INT - THE HOUSE AT THE END OF THE STREET - NIGHT

The nights were long, which was bad. But also good. Plenty of opportunities for ominous
silhouettes, pale faces glimpsed in peripheries. An abundance of filmic fodder.

Okay. Dark Other Half. Ready? Three, two— 

Swallowing, Mark set his Yuengling beside the Ouija board. He closed his eyes. He pressed his still-
wet fingertips against the planchette. He prayed.

Nate. If you’re there. You know what, fuck that. We know you’re there. You hear me, motherfucker?
Of course you do.

He opened his eyes. The lighting was poor. Upstairs, for the ?th time, a ghost shot himself.

Again.

And again.

A sign. Some fucking sign, dude. What are we supposed to do?

And again. And still the planchette did not shift. 

Cord zoomed in on Mark’s hand, which had begun to shake.

Listen, he said. Listen. Do you know what a ghost represents? Because it’s not you, right? It’s me, it’s
us. It’s our regrets, right? It’s our mistakes. So. Nate. My guy. Buddy. If you can hear me—and I know
you can—

They heard something. What did they hear? They listened. They listened hard. Mark swallowed.
Cord zoomed in. Another sound. Upstairs. Creaking. Like something being picked up. Lifted. Then
falling again. They listened. They waited for it to repeat.

Colin Lubner

20
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Down My House
 

Night lights, fading placebo fuse. 
Happiness is an irreplaceable inner bulb, 

The cat snoring from somewhere in the house, her untraceability.
Sounds like it’s coming from everywhere in the house, south westward leaning.

Maybe she’s in the junk room. From the end of the sun. Sound travels here
Like memory, unlike the way family disrepair snores.

A sound that travels different. A mask-
Laden creep, not for concealment or safety. 

Half-cloaked without occupant,
Tearing up the airwaves with gloves that pretend everything

Is all right. From the foyer, is it? 
I can’t tell. The sound causes exactly half

Of my brain to fall asleep without me. 
Night lights, but none of that motion sensor fanciness.

Not the slow Gerry Mulligan, the one that makes you feel most like you’re 
Smoking & 

Drinking in the Smalls basement at 2am, slow dancing with yourself
While the Manhattans, 

All watered-down, watch from the sidelines like sports recruiters. 
Unwavering night lights, alone

The ones with bulbs, not happiness but electricity
Made me feel, when I was a kid, like the darkness
Was incomplete, & making up its incompleteness
Was a teardrop aglow, which had the bonus effect 

Of keeping me safe. Now they dance in estrangement, 
A prudency of lights and aft happenings. 
Like much else that was once redwood.

Don’t ask me to recount it, for I cannot climb well. 
The cat purring in time, I think I’ve pinned her position,

A wind questions provenance of what? Something, refusing
To wake the neighbors 

With the shell of the origin. These night lights,
3am, bring 

Down
       My 

            house: A silent disco,
Half-traceable & emptied of truth 

By first morning light. 
 
 

Russell Zintel
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Casket Girls 

New Orleans is portentous
and surreptitious. Disembodied, 
voices, solemn and hollow, 
from the Ursuline Convent, 
echoing the “Our Father Prayer.” 
Fog rolls on the streets –
revealing six young women, 
inauspicious and unsettling. 

Faces, graceful and vigorous, 
are sepulchral and pale
like phantoms, reflecting  
their irreligious nature. 

Sapphire-purple lips
as icy as a statue’s lips, 
with torridness blood streaming, 
like the Bayou St. John. 
In each of their hands,  
rectangular, long luggage, 
coffin-like – 
concealing bereavement, 
irreligiousness, and depravity
for men, entranced 
by their inauspicious beauty, 
strolling in the streets in the dead of the night.

Christina Ciufo

When he’s gone

she’ll chop onions 
with her knife-sharpened smile,
flash of steel in her eyes, 
squeeze out the last red drop
from the tube, like a murderess
feeling for a heartbeat. 

She’ll eat her meal slowly,
taste the blood hot 
on her tongue, teeth 
tender, nostrils swollen 
with the smell of meat.

At night her unborn children 
will come to her one by one 
and name themselves. 

She will sweep them up at sunrise
like so many dead leaves,
pull down her sleeves to hide 
the mottled fingerprints,
spray her hair to its customary stiffness. 

Then she’ll phone to arrange 
for the locks to be changed, 
rehearsing in her mind  how many 
steps to take from the kitchen 
to the front door. 

Sheila Lockhart
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The Cottage

After her mother died, Tabitha’s father started renting a little cottage on the South Wales coast over
the Christmas holidays. She supposed that the holidays in their house brought back too many painful
memories for him. Each year since, her sarcastic, fast-talking father – who all the neighbours said
had coped so well – turned sluggish and sad as everyone else lit up under the excitement of
Christmas. 
This was precisely why Tabitha never complained when her father packed up the car on December
23rd for himself, Tabitha and her older brother, Marco, to travel to Wales. 
Tabitha hated the long drive. She hated leaving the warmth of the car to stand in a run-down
freezing service station so Marco could use the bathroom. She hated the cottage too, which was
always too cold and the furniture too old. She hated the little bedroom she had to share with her
brother, even though she was a young woman now and needed her own space. 
When the wind howled, the cottage windows and doors all creaked as if they could come loose at any
second. Last year Tabitha had spotted an enormous spider in the shower and Marco and Dad teased
her for making a big deal about it. The kitchen was too small and the oven didn’t work properly.
Every year, the turkey was all pink inside and each burned roast potato had an icy heart. Three years
of ‘Just eat around the bad bit, kids’. 
But it was more than that.
The first year they stayed at the cottage, Tabitha was still a little kid. Only seven. So, anxious that
Santa Claus wouldn’t find them at an unfamiliar place, she stayed up late just to make sure. After
Marco fell asleep and her dad started to snore, Tabitha crept out of bed and saw someone out there
in the dark.
Tabitha saw her from the living room window. Standing so still it felt unnatural, like a doll. The
lady’s long dark hair was dripping wet and clinging to her. She was wearing a thin nightgown and
without moving an inch, her wide dark eyes swivelled to look right at Tabitha. Peering at her as she
stood, frozen in the living room. The lady’s pale mouth pulled into a too-wide smile. 
She turned and ran back to her too-small room and hid under the covers until sunrise. 
The next year Tabitha stayed in bed on Christmas Eve night, forcing herself to remain safely under
the covers even when she awoke in the night needing the toilet. Christmas came and Tabitha told
herself that maybe she’d just imagined the lady after all.
But on New Years Eve, she saw her again. Dad let her and Marco stay up late to watch the fireworks;
a farmer who owned the field next door set them off for the village to see. Glittering lights blasting
away the cold and the dark. That was where Tabitha saw her; stood at the centre of the field while
Catherine Wheels and rockets blasted around her. 
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“Do you see that lady?” she asked, pointing right at her. 
“No, hold on, where are you looking?”
Tabitha pointed again and looking right at her, Marco said he didn’t see a thing.
Last year, they had to leave the cottage early. An emergency with Grandma that had Dad packing up
the car in the middle of the night. The lady was waiting for them out in the road. Still and staring, lit
up in headlights. 

**
This year, Tabitha felt her stomach tighten as the car sped along the country hills. The darker the
world became; the fewer streetlights, the fewer cars on the road, the closer they were to the cottage. 
She resented Marco for insisting on the front seat. Car journeys always sent her brother to sleep;
this time he’d passed out before they’d properly left Manchester. 
“Still with me, Tabby?” Dad would call over the hum of the engine every so often. 
“Yeah, I’m awake,” she said, leaning forwards in her seat so he could hear.
She could see the familiar lights of the village looming on the horizon now. She clenched her hands
into fists and kept her eyes down, just in case the lady was stood out in the road again as they got too
close. She’d thought about telling her dad about her many times, but it always sounded stupid and
made up when she tried to put the words together. She could imagine his smirk, his raised eyebrow. 
“A lady? Ooh, how mysterious,” he might say – only he’d say it in a funny voice and she’d feel like a
stupid baby who made things up. 
Now Tabitha could see the cottage on the top of the hill. She clasped her hands together and looked
back down at her trainers. 
“What’s on your mind, Tabby?” her dad asked.
“Mum… couldn’t find us here, could she?” Tabitha asked.
“No,” he said, his eyes on the road. “I told you. She’s gone. She’ll never touch you or your brother
again. I made sure of it.”
“I know,” she said in a small voice. 
“Look, here we are,” Dad said as he parked up outside. “Help me wake up Sleeping Beauty,” he
added, gesturing to Marco who was still sleeping peacefully. “And don’t worry, Tabby. We’re going to
have a wonderful Christmas.”
Looking up, Tabitha could see the lady stood by the front door, waiting for them. Her lips pulled into
an unnatural smile. 
“I know, Dad,” she said, trying to hide the tremor in her voice. “I love it here.” 

Rachael Llewellyn
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Press-Ganged

 
Malevolent idle hearsay was received, functionally, without question, via email the

following morning, from an unaccountable personage; an unspecified decision
maker, or more likely an irritable opinion influencer. Either way, in respect to

reliable, prospective contractual renewals, its source was deemed to be a mission
critical figure: one wielding personal enmity with minimal concern for individual

ramifications, consequently borne by any operative accused of displaying militancy.
It probably was, Monty imagined, that stressed-out réceptionniste bloke, with his

impressionistic, brilliantine black Barnet, who brusquely barked at him,
unexpectedly, without explanation. Who in their right mind was enthusiastic about
being screeched at, by total strangers, from point-blank range? Especially, when in

the midst of heaving great, precarious weights on wheels, up slippery concrete
steps, drenched by horizontal pissing rain? It was wrong on multiple levels. Monty
wasn’t licensed to move an HGV (its driver dashing off for an eyelash) & so couldn’t

have legally or safely, re-parked it across Judd Street, even if he’d wanted to! 
 

For experienced corporate liveried porters, west end deliveries were customarily
simple enough, guiding fully-loaded sack-trucks straight down from pavement sited
trap-doors, into pub cellars, by way of near vertical steps. An architectural wonder,

east of Fitzrovia, the Renoir by contrast, sat pretty amidst a modernist, open
concrete retail precinct, needed front-accessing. Poor porters schlepped trollies

laden with heavy, varying shaped boxes of booze, over sizable distances from a tight
side street past dozy, meandering, haphazard middle-class shoppers, with nothing

pressing, or schedule essential to complete within the ambit of their free time-
entering the targeted bierkeller only after an irksome slalom, running a gauntlet, via

the movie theatres grandiose interior. Uptight, stuck-up staff therein viewed
grubby, disruptive labourers as necessary evils, forever warning them to be careful,

not to scratch marble walls, leather sofas, damage BAFTA award-winning décor;
blemish their hitherto compliant hygiene standards, or tourist quality environment
(his chatty driver informed Monty, that some earnest punter wearing a silk paisley
cravat, & working terribly hard on a laptop, pulled up a Polish agency porter as she

pushed through the centres swanky wellbeing lounge, complaining about an
‘appalling reverberation’, & enquiring if lubricating oil could be found on her lorry,

to quell a dreadfully annoying squeak, emanating from worn axle bearings).
Aggrieved, Monty delivered as instructed, so he felt discriminated against,

randomly, for a fault perceived in, & attributable to, a stationary vehicle. Today’s
temporary worker was designedly without representation; fair game in a blame

game, featuring irresponsible management, casting allegations devoid of
substantiation. Zero hours contractors casually deleted: with plenty other mugs

cheaply available, replenishing a neo-liberal firing line. 
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After work, Monty stood, radically disaffected, vengeful & scheming retaliatory scatological assaults-

visceral dissension events assertively aimed at pointlessly debasing a cute, artistic, cultural
whatchamacallit- Bloomsbury’s beloved Renior (opened in 1972 by the late Millie Miller, a creative space, a

complex multi-purpose venue benefitting choice, cultivated audiences, absorbing discerningly selected
films, & assimilating vibrant, mini-lifestyle festivals). Described by literati as a sumptuous haven for

Flânerie; an opulent auditorium, wherein viewers, presented scrupulously crafted images of beauty &
power, are cordially invited to comfortably confront, & cerebrally examine the scrumptious complexity of
‘absence’. Time Out magazine accorded it the legendary status of a trusted Delphic Oracle, an accessible

focal point of third-party voyeurism situated upon Camden’s coveted multi-faceted map of aesthetic
aspiration. Whetting his appetite for vandalism, & dishonourable disservice to brutal modernism, Monty

incredulously read, & re-read, uncompromisingly fawning reviews of upcoming repertory, or independent
films to be screened, posted inside the foyers plate-glass entrance: ‘Hamish McHamish’ caught his eye. 

 
Bi-lingual, written by a sage St. Andrews based BBC producer (no doubt a chinless chattering-class wonder

with a tiny jaw line & huge, easily bored brain) whittling her contemplative days away inventing
impressionistic narratives. This tokenistic Art House instance being dotingly created in gentle collaboration

with BBC Alba & the BFI, appropriates the legend of Hamish McHamish, an intensely earnest Gael, who
stows away from the Isle of Skye’s rolling winds, shrieking like amputated voices of the damned, to escape

excessive hardships meted out by supplanting C18 Lairds, enforcing brutal, authorised Highland
Clearances, promoted by a United Kingdom for His Majesty’s Pleasure. Press-ganged & sent to sail seven

seas as a cabin boy aboard a gay old lugger named HMS Petulant. Hamish runs ashore on those salaciously
Friendly Isles, where lubricious local customs challenged visitors to nominate one of their gang to pleasure

tribal maidens in a cooperative gesture of exogamous brotherhood. Being foolhardy, ginger, & savagely
sunburned- got Hamish volunteered by sniggering shipmates. A brief, noisy preparatory ceremony sees

him stripped, oiled, & bedecked by reeking giant petrel feathers, before being carried aloft to a Jiggy-Hut. A
first hint of alarm occurs upon noticing disjecta membra from previous participants- what Hamish

imagined as an idle shag-fest, momentary, & transient, was instead a profoundly spiritual vaginal mission
to render nubile virgins unconscious by way of deep-c multiple orgasm. Tribal custom decrees- succeed, &
live a fêted existence attributive to a Chief, or fail & face public castration, followed by death-by-warthog. 

 
Based entirely on academically verified, anecdotal eye-witness accounts, recounting how power evolves to

compel folk to do its bidding via violence, remuneration, or blackmail, starring Mark Zuckerberg. This
true-life Georgian adventure culminates in desperate attempts to escape mutilation in a requisitioned
tribal canoe, & high life or death drama, fought out in blood curdling oar-to-oar combat, afloat upon a

tranquil turquoise bay. Hailed by The Observer’s Lifestyle supplement  as an intensely didactic cinematic
triumph; a magically managed script sensitively parsed historical tensions between longings for a

hereditary life lost, with an astute claim to personal enrichment as part of an Empire, from a challenging
perspective held by a dispossessed, itinerant subject, from the margins of late-Enlightenment, Hanoverian

Britain (an inventive sequel, seeing the protagonist return to Skye, serving his community as a native
vanguard of colonial civilisation, shock & awe, minus any trace of reservation or remorse, is in the pipeline,

awaiting Arts Council funding).
 

Evan Hay
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Disbelief
 
 

Reality is a walk in the park
The circles of terror become old and dusty

They slow and grate and are at last predictable
 

Gates stay locked
Fences high and strong

Razor wire for your ambitions
It comes and goes but the walls are always there

 
Yet the hardest days are a simple equation

Comedy is after all just
Tragedy plus time

All you need is patience and imagination
 

Knowing when to believe the lie
When to buy into the story

Suspension of disbelief is invaluable 
But you can’t always win

And that’s fine
So don’t listen to those movies where they tell you otherwise

 
If you truly believe… If your heart is pure… If you are doing what you love… It will all work out

 
To throw caution to the wind in this town is the same as pissing into it

 
There is still a time and place for the 

Fear brought about by risk
You can still jump without breaking a single bone

You just need patience and imagination
 

Reality is a walk in the park
But at night in the darkness

Wide awake as young foxes scream
It is your dreams that must be overcome.

 
 

ChannelZeroProse
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Sneak

I remember the night he prescribed them; I laid in bed
With moths squabbling in the darkness and bit my tongue until
blood pooled in a deep, velvety gash. The room 
was black of imminent collapse. 
My ears buzzed like chainsaws. I was so
High I could feel my chest rising and falling
Like the bubbles of a lava lamp. I crept down
The mirrorless staircase and felt the image
Of myself liquify and drip down the walls,
Knife-fight gunge. You hissed from the open bottle, 
Dark as wine, smooth as silvery spider-down.
I wanted to swallow you in one protracted
Gulp. I wanted to feel the thorn of
Your fingernails on my neck. I wanted to
Die for you. You were a phallic bulge
In my pocket when the lights came on,
When the screaming started.  My mother 
was ghoulish and stupid in the doorway – 
The open drawer was fresh evidence. The pills whispered
In my pocket, so I funnelled them
Through my palm and covered them
In hasty, bloody kisses. Next morning
Was a shrill affair. Whiter than 
Powder. The woman in the bed
Next to mine had breath like
Gravestones in the rain. When she
Spoke, her teeth rattled. I read the
Get Well Soon cards and no one
Mentioned the word thief. 

Naoise Gale
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